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§.1. THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE STANDSTILL OBLIGATION

A. General Issues

1. Spanish courts often deal with cases related to state measures that have not been notified with the European Commission (hereinafter “Commission”), allegedly in connection with a violation of Article 108(3) TFEU. In most cases they are judicial proceedings between different administrative bodies. This is because Spain has a territorially decentralized political structure –the central State, 17 Autonomous Regions plus 2 Autonomous Cities, and more than eight thousand local governments–. These judicial proceedings are vehicles for inter-administrative conflicts. Some of them take place amongst bordering Autonomous Regions, as a result of dumping policies implemented in one of them (e. g., the UGT-La Rioja case, C-428/06, followed by Judgment of the Supreme Court of 3.4.2012). Others are the result of the appeal by the central State against regional or municipal measures that had not been notified with the Commission (e. g., the Xunta de Galicia case, C-71/04, followed by Judgement of the Supreme Court of 7.2.2006). Finally, local governments also lodge appeals against State or regional measures that provide for local tax exemptions, arguing that they constitute illegal state aids (e. g., cases Banco Exterior de España, C-387/92; Navantia, C-522/13; Escuelas Pías, C-74/16).

2. Unlike what happened in private enforcement of competition law thanks to Directive 2014/104/EU, private enforcement of State Aid rules has not been harmonized by the EU legislators, which makes its enforcement in the different Member States of big interest. In Spain, the enforcement of Article 108(3) TFEU based on the initiative of private actors has been very rare [D. Ordóñez Solís (2018)]. Private parties usually participate as interveners in judicial proceedings that have begun with an appeal lodged by a public body (e. g., cases UGT-La Rioja case, C-428/06, followed by Judgment of the Supreme Court of 3.4.2012; Elcogás, C-275/13, followed by Judgement of the Supreme Court of 27.2.2015). These cases are very rarely initiated by competitors of State aid beneficiaries (e. g., Judgment of the Supreme Court of 2.1.2008 in the Biomasa case; and C-233/16 in the ANGED case) [J. J. Piernas López (2018b)].

3. This suggests that private enforcement of Article 108(3) TFEU has in Spain a huge room of improvement. It must be underlined that private enforcement of Article 108(3) TFEU does not face in Spain any structural hindrance from a substantive administrative law perspective, nor in terms of procedural law. Neither is the idea of challenging a State aid by the recipient’s competitor problematic from the point of view of constitutional principles or the legal tradition. Therefore, the underdevelopment of private enforcement of Article 108(3) TFEU seems to be a consequence of defective incentives derived from EU and internal legislation.
B. Legal Framework

4. Article 108(3) TFEU obligation is implemented in Spain through general administrative law and procedural law. On the one hand, Article 9(1) LGS establishes that:

«When, in accordance with articles 87 to 89 of the Treaty establishing the European Union [current Articles 107 to 109 TFEU], projects for the establishment, granting or modification of a subsidy must be notified, the competent authorities will notify the appropriate projects in accordance with [the specific procedure] with the European Commission. In these cases, a subsidy cannot be paid as long as it is not considered compatible with the common market».

5. On the other hand, the specific procedure for the notification of State aid—not only subsidies—is regulated by Royal Decree 1755/1987, of 23 December, as well as by an agreement adopted in 1990 by the Sectorial Conference for matters connected with the European Communities, which constitutes an inter-administrative cooperation body. Any public body planning to grant an aid subject to Article 108(3) TFEU must notify the project, at least three months in advance, to the Secretary of State for EU matters, which belongs to the central administration controlled by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Secretary of State for EU matters is responsible for ultimately notifying to the European Commission through the Permanent Representation of Spain before the EU, as well as for the coordination of the contacts.

6. The Spanish Competition Authority (CNMC) is not entitled to enforce State aid law. According to Article 11 LDC, the CNMC is only able to assess the conditions for the granting of aid and its potential effects on competition at its own initiative or at the request of any public authorities. It also may issue reports regarding individual state aid frameworks and submit specific recommendations to public authorities in order to ensure the maintenance of effective competition in the market.

7. Judicial review of administrative decisions follows a dualist system in Spain: administrative decisions can be controlled by both administrative law courts—when they have been taken under the application of substantive public law—and civil law courts—when they have been taken under the application of private law. In this area, it all depends on the instrument under which the non-notified State aid has been granted:

(i) if it has been conferred by means of administrative rules, administrative acts, administrative contracts or civil contracts concluded in order to implement an administrative act (e. g., land selling contracts subscribed by an administrative authority), public law remedies will apply, and judicial review will take place before the administrative law courts;

(ii) if it has been granted by a private contract that has not been subscribed in order to implement an administrative act (e. g., land selling contracts subscribed by a public
owned company), private law remedies may apply and Article 108(3) TFEU enforcement will be in the hands of civil law courts. This only rarely applies, since most contracts concluded by administrative authorities are either administrative contracts, or civil contracts that implement an administrative act.

8. A final situation must be taken into consideration: if the State aid was conferred by a Parliamentary Statute, judicial review can only take place before the Constitutional Court. The Court will only focus on the constitutional review of the Statute and not on its compliance with Article 108(3) TFEU, so it will be necessary to appeal the implementing single-case decisions before the ordinary courts.

C. Public Law Remedies

9. Within the framework of an appeal before an administrative law court, the appellant may seek a series of typical remedies that basically cover all means of redress for competitors, as well as other third parties affected by unlawful State aid which have been identified by the ECJ and the Commission. On the one hand, Article 31 LJCA states that:

«1. The appellant may claim the declaration of illegality and, where appropriate, the annulment of the acts and rules that are susceptible to be challenged according to the preceding chapter.
2. The appellant may also claim recognition of an individualized legal situation and the adoption of appropriate measures for its full restoration, including the compensation of damages, when appropriate».

10. On the other hand, Article 129(1) LJCA states that:

«Interested parties may request at any stage of the process the adoption of any measure aimed at ensuring the effectiveness of the final judgment».

11. These two provisions cover all the relevant means of redress in view of the 2009 Commission Notice on the Enforcement of State Aid Law by National Courts: the prevention of the payment of non-paid unlawful aid; the recovery of paid unlawful aid, as well as the illegality interest; damages suffered by competitors and other third parties; and interim measures against unlawful aid.

1. Preventing the payment of unlawful aid

12. When a State aid has already been granted but it has not been paid yet, national courts are obliged to prevent this payment from taking place. Spanish administrative law courts can be asked—within a 2-months deadline—to declare that the administrative act or rule that conferred the State aid is unlawful and therefore to annul it, in accordance with Article 31(1) LJCA. The logical consequence of the granting act being invalid as a result of the Member State's breach of Article 108(3) TFEU is the suppression of the payment’s legal basis. At this stage, this annulment is the way to prevent the execution of the payment.

13. A substantive problem that arises here is the type of invalidity of administrative acts or rules that confer a State aid when it has not been notified with the European
Commission. According to Spanish general administrative law, procedural flaws may lead to three legal consequences in terms of the unlawfulness of administrative acts: (i) as a general rule, they lead to the relative invalidity of the administrative act (anulabilidad), which could be healed, and whose declaration produces ex nunc, i.e., non-retroactive effects (Article 48(1) LPAC); (ii) they can also have no consequences on the act’s validity whatsoever (irregularidad no invalidante) if, under the specific circumstances at stake, the specific flaw has not been materially relevant in terms of the content of the administrative decision (Article 48(2) LPAC); and finally (iii) they can also lead to the absolute invalidity of the administrative act (nulidad de pleno Derecho), which cannot be healed and whose declaration generates ex tunc, i.e. retroactive effects. This happens inter alia when they have been adopted with “absolute disregard of the applicable administrative procedure” (Article 47(1) e) LPAC). This third category has been interpreted by the courts as including the infringement of procedural steps that are both compulsory and particularly relevant (Judgments of the Supreme Court of 21.3.1988 and 2.11.2010). The infringement of the standstill obligation should be regarded as a procedural flaw of the third and most serious type of procedural flaws [J. L. Buendía Sierra (2006, 367)]. The same applies to the administrative act that serves as a legal basis for the conclusion of a contract.

14. Nonetheless, new State aids are usually established by administrative rules. Here the need of choosing between these two forms of invalidity disappears because, according to a rather controversial principle of Spanish public law, rules can only suffer the third mentioned type of unlawfulness - absolute invalidity (Article 47(2) LPAC). This is the legal effect following the violation of Article 108(3) TFEU in these cases (Judgment of the Supreme Court of 2.1.2008, in the Biomasa case; and of 7.2.2006, in the Xunta de Galicia case, C-71/04 [M. Pedraz Calvo (2017, 446 ff.)]; and of 24.11.1998, in the fishing ships case [J. A. Rodríguez Míguez (2011, 501)].

15. Therefore, administrative decisions that confer a State aid in breach of Article 108(3) TFEU suffer the most serious type on invalidity, regardless of these aids having the form of an administrative act, contract (Article 47(1) e) LPAC) or rule (Article 49(2) LPAC).

2. Recovery of unlawful aid and illegality interest

16. When a State aid has not only been granted, but already been paid, national courts are still obliged to protect the rights of individuals affected by violations of the standstill obligation. This should develop in two courses of action provided for by Article 31 LJCA, which have to be taken in the same appeal. Competitors or third parties can seek the annulment of the administrative act or rule (Article 31(1) LJCA). This will take place according to the legal framework that has just been described.

17. Simultaneously, they may claim the acknowledgement of an individualized legal situation and its full re-establishment (Article 31(2) LJCA). The concept of individualized legal situation used by the law is aimed to be vague, since it aims at covering both legitimate interests and subjective rights, in accordance with the constitutional definition of the right to effective judicial protection (Article 24 (1) CE). It is therefore immaterial whether competitors have a subjective right or a simple interest in the fulfillment of the standstill obligation. Next to the annulment of the administrative decision, they can claim the judicial recognition of the legal position
according to which the public administration may not confer an aid before the Commission grants its authorization.

18. Moreover, competitors can also claim the adoption of measures for the full restoration of the situation before the grant of the illicit aid. Ordering the full recovery of unlawful aid is the appropriate measure for claimants to see their right completely reestablished. Therefore, it is part of the national court’s obligation to protect the individual rights of the claimant under Article 108(3) TFEU (2009 Commission Notice, para. 30). The law expressly provides for this link between annulment and reimbursement in the case of subsidies, since Article 36(4) LGS states that:

«The judicial or administrative declaration of invalidity will include the obligation to return the amounts received».

19. The need to recover the financial advantage resulting from premature implementation of the aid is part of the national courts’ obligation under Article 108(3) TFEU. Spanish administrative law expressly provides for this with respect to subsidies, since Article 37(1) LGS states that:

«The amounts received will be reimbursed, together with the corresponding interests from the date on which the grant was paid until the date on which the refund is ordered».

20. In view of the 2009 Commission Notice, once the national court has decided that unlawful aid has been disbursed in breach of Article 108(3) TFEU, «it must quantify the aid in order to determine the amount to be recovered» (para. 36). This seems to differ from the practice of Spanish courts, that usually declare a specific amount in terms of financial obligations only if it directly results from the information at their disposal (e.g., from the administrative act granting a subsidy). If quantification requires more or less intricate operations, they usually refer them to the subsequent implementation of the ruling by the Administration.

21. The effectiveness of the recovery obligation depends both on substantive and procedural circumstances. According to the ECJ case-law, the national courts’ recovery obligation is not absolute (2009 Commission Notice, paras. 30 ff.). Nevertheless, the exceptions to this obligation admitted by EU law are rather strict. According to the 2009 Commission Notice, the legal standard to be applied in this context should be similar to the one applicable under the Procedural Regulation. Article 16(1) of Regulation 2015/1589 states that:

«The Commission shall not require recovery of the aid if this would be contrary to a general principle of European Union law».

22. Despite a rather reluctant administrative practice in 107(1) TFEU cases, where recovery follows Commission Decisions, there are no specific Spanish law issues arising with respect to Article 108(3) TFEU. When annulment is decided by a court on the ground of an infringement of Article 108(3) TFEU, there is nothing that hinders the effectiveness of the recovery obligation. Courts have expressly rejected that illegal State aid beneficiaries may claim for damages against the granting authority. In a recent Judgment of 5.9.2018, the Supreme Court has declared that (i) recovery doesn’t
cause an actual damage because it is aimed at suppressing a previously conferred illegal competitive advantage; and that (ii) the recipient cannot invoke the principle of legitimate expectations if Article 108(3) TFEU were infringed.

23. While the reimbursement obligation is directly declared by the court, its fulfilment requires, on a general basis, the implementation of an administrative procedure [D. Ordóñez Solís (2009, 16)]. In case of fiscal State aid, the new recovery procedures established in the 2015 amendment of the General Tax Law will apply. They will be tackled later (sub III.2) because they have been created in order to facilitate the implementation of Commission Decisions, as well as to comply in a better way with the relevant EU Regulation. Nevertheless, they will also be certainly applicable in case of aid declared illegal by national courts.

24. As for subsidies, the reimbursement procedure is regulated in Articles 36 LGS ff.: it begins with an administrative order; the recipient has a right to be heard; and the procedure has to end within 12 months from the administrative order starting it. The reimbursement obligation can be directly enforced against the state aid recipient. Despite the fact that Article 39 LGS generally provides for a 4 year time limit, in EU law cases courts apply the 10 year limitation period established in Article 17.1 of Regulation 2015/1589, following the primacy principle (Judgment of the Supreme Court of 9.5.2013).

25. These administrative procedures constitute a way of implementing a legal obligation that has been imposed on the Administration by the court. In case the former doesn’t implement the reimbursement procedure within that period of time, the appellant can seek the judicial enforcement of the recovery obligation. According to Article 108(1) LJCA, the court can implement the ruling through its own means or requiring the collaboration of other administrative authorities.

26. If the Administration does not refuse to implement the ruling, yet carries out any activity that may infringe the judgment, Article 108(2) LJCA entitles the court, at the request of the interested parties, to remove the obstructing administrative behavior and to reestablish the situation according to what the ruling foresees.

3. Damages for competitors and other third parties

27. The third possible remedy is to claim for damages. Public law remedies only provide for damages caused by the Administration, i.e. the granting authority of the illegal State aid, and not by the State aid recipient, who will have to be sued before a civil law court specialized in commercial law (Juzgado de lo Mercantil). The procedural avenues are mainly emerging in two ways [P. Callol García (2006, 423)]. First, damages can be claimed directly before the administrative authority − within a limitation period of 1 year. This would be the right way to claim for damages if the aid has already been declared illegal. Second, they can be claimed before an administrative law court in the same appeal aimed at obtaining the annulment of the administrative act or rule. As has been said, competitors and other third parties may claim the recognition of an individualized legal situation and its full reestablishment. Article 31(2) LJCA expressly proclaims that restoration measures may include compensation for damages «when appropriate». This last caveat refers to the
requirements that a claim for damages has to comply with in order to be upheld by the courts. The problems arising in this case may be likewise in two ways.

28. As regards the attribution of liability, Spanish administrative law is aligned with EU law. There is apparently a difference between both systems: while the *Francovich* and *Brasserie du Pêcheur* case law of the ECJ requires the breach of community law in order to be «sufficiently serious», according to Spanish law any type of unlawfulness is sufficient. Nevertheless, a closer analysis shows that the abovementioned gap does not really exist. As the 2009 Notice makes clear, «where the authority in question has no discretion», as regarding the application of Article 108(3) TFEU, «the mere infringement of Community law may be sufficient to establish the existence of a sufficiently serious breach». In sum, albeit departing from different points, both systems seem to converge in conceiving mere unlawfulness as the foundation of liability.

29. More serious is the problem of proving causation and the existence of a damage. Article 32 LRJSP establishes that:

«1. Individuals have a right to be compensated by the corresponding Public Administrations for any injury they suffer in any of their assets and rights, provided that the injury is a consequence of the normal or abnormal functioning of public services except in cases of force majeure, or of damages that the individual has the legal duty to support in accordance with the Law.
2. The alleged damage must be effective, economically evaluable and individualized in relation to a person or group of people».

30. According to the ECJ case law, and also Spanish law, there has to be a direct causal link between the breach of the Member State's obligation and the damage suffered by the injured parties. The fact that the Administration confers an illegal State aid to an undertaking, to whom it confers a selective advantage in and of itself, certainly causes a damage to its competitors, that can consist of both an emergent damage or a loss of profit. The problem arises when it comes to precisely evaluate them, as well as to establish a cause-effect relation with the granted aid [J. A. Pérez Rivarés (2012, 37 f.); F. Pastor-Merchante (2015, 31 f.); F. Pastor-Merchante (2017, 75 f.).]. In this respect, the problematic determination of the damage suffered does not differ from the quantification of damages as a consequence of a violation of Articles 101 or 102 TFEU (anticompetitive agreements/abuse of a dominant position). The burden of proof of the suffered damage corresponds to the claimant because acts of the public administration are presumed to be valid (Article 39(1) LPAC). Furthermore, this is also the general rule established in Article 217 of the Code of Civil Procedure (*Ley de Enjuiciamiento Civil*), which also applies to judicial proceedings conducted by administrative law courts. Same as in general claims for damages cases, different ways or means of proof are acceptable before Spanish courts. These include questioning the parties of the procedure, public or private documents, expert opinions, questioning witnesses, and economic evidence, such as economic reports elaborated by experts when calculating the damage suffered by the claimant (Articles 137 and 299 of the Code of Civil Procedure).

31. It is rather difficult to accurately evaluate the damage caused to a competitor by the conferral of a State aid. Often hypothetical calculations need to take place, which is
not always easy. It may be possible that, thanks to the aid, the beneficiary has had access to a business opportunity in detriment of the claimant. As the 2009 Notice makes clear, in this case the damage evaluation may be easier.

32. More common will be the situation in which «the aid merely leads to an overall loss of market share». In this case the 2009 Notice recommends to «compare the claimant's actual income situation (based on the profit and loss account) with the hypothetical income situation had the unlawful aid not been granted» (para. 49.c). It is doubtful whether this may satisfy the standards applied by Spanish courts in order to accept that an evaluable damage has been caused by the State aid. Indeed, it might be too uncertain or difficult to determine what the hypothetical income situation of the claimant could be, in case the unlawful aid has not been granted. This uncertainty is probably one of the reasons that explains the lack of incentives for competitors to claim for damages.

33. A good example of these difficulties is the Judgment of the High Court of 15.02.2005, which rejects a claim for compensation made by a shipping company against the central State because of the subsidies granted to a competitor:

«[It has not] been proven that the aid received by [Trasmediterránea] was due precisely to the purpose of permitting the reduction of tariffs. Therefore, a linkage of state compensations to this specific purpose of permitting the price reduction has not been justified. The complexity of the cost structure of Trasmediterránea, a company that provides various types of maritime services between the islands and that can realize significant economies of scale, determines, in the opinion of this Chamber, that it is not possible to directly attribute the reduction of rates to the subsidies» (para. 11).

34. This ruling is problematic from various perspectives. It doesn’t only show an unconvincing identification of the purpose and the effects of the subsidy, but also a reluctant attitude to investigate to what extent the price reductions were possible due to subsidies enjoyed by the beneficiary.

35. A final point must be clarified. In Spain, primary –through annulment and recovery– and secondary –through compensation of damages suffered– legal protection are not alternative avenues, but different remedies that are conditioned to the satisfaction of their respective requirements. Therefore, they are not reciprocally related under a principal-subsidiary scheme. Indeed, granting damages to the competitor of the recipient or to other parties would require the State aid to be illegal and therefore its previous or simultaneous judicial annulment. On the other hand, the effectiveness of recovery would have an effect over the damage intensity and therefore over the final amount granted by the court. Indeed, if the public Administration does not simply refuse to implement the ruling ordering a recovery of the damages suffered, but carries out any activity that may infringe the judgment, Article 108(2) LJCA entitles the court, as has been said, to reestablish the situation to the status required by the ruling, and also to determine the additional damages that have been caused by the obstructing administrative behaviour.

4. Interim measures against unlawful aid
36. According to the case law of the ECJ, the duty of national courts to draw the necessary legal consequences from violations of the standstill obligation comprises the adoption of interim measures where this is appropriate to safeguard the rights of individuals and the effectiveness of Article 108(3) TFEU. As has been mentioned, when a State aid has already been granted but it has not been paid yet, national courts are obliged to prevent this payment from taking place. This can include ordering the suspension of the effectiveness of the administrative act or rule until the substance of the matter is resolved by the court.

37. Suspension is not the appropriate interim measure when a State aid has not only been granted, but it has been already paid. In these cases the court might be forced to order the suspension, as well as the provisional recovery of the aid. According to Article 129 LJCA, administrative law courts may not only order a suspension, but also any type of positive measure that may be deemed appropriate in order to guarantee the effectiveness of its final ruling, such as an interim recovery.

38. This assessment of possible interim measures is carried out in a separate, incidental proceeding (from the main one). An oral hearing with the opposite party (defendant) will take place within 10 days of the day on which the interim measures are requested. The decision on the interim measures request will be taken within the following five days (Article 131 LJCA). In case of granting the requested interim measures, those would be in force until the final judgment is issued (Article 132 LJCA). Nevertheless, they could be modified or revoked during the procedure if the situation changed.

39. As regards the conditions for an interim measure to be taken, Article 130 LJCA provides that:

«1. After carefully balancing all the conflicting interests in a specific case, an interim measure may only be ordered when the implementation of the act or provision could cause the appeal to lose its legitimate purpose.
2. The interim measure may be denied when, in a reasoned opinion of the court, it could cause serious disturbance of the general interests or of the interests of a third party».

40. Thus, the court could decide to grant the interim measure in question when the execution of the challenged act, or the application of the challenged provision could eliminate the legitimate purpose of the appeal. In any case, the court would need to assess the possibility of the effectiveness of the final judgment putting at risk if the interim relief were not granted, the balance of public and private interests involved in the specific case, as well as the judicial protection of the potential outcome and the protection of the right to be awarded a compensation of the damages suffered by the claimant.

41. At a very first view, this can be problematic. According to the 2009 Notice:

«Where, based on the case law of the Community courts and the practice of the Commission, the national judge has reached a reasonable prima facie conviction that the measure at stake involves unlawful State aid, the most expedient remedy will, in the Commission's view and subject to national procedural law, be to order the
unlawful aid and the illegality interest to be put on a blocked account until the substance of the matter is resolved» (para. 61).

42. In Spain, *fumus boni iuris* has a minor role in general administrative law. Nevertheless, in cases involving EU Law, Spanish courts invariably take this perspective into account when balancing the conflicting interests. Therefore, it would not be a problem for an administrative law court to grant interim protection if the challenged act or rule has apparently conferred a non-notified State aid.

43. Moreover, in a series of Judgments (16.07.2012, 23.11.2012, 30.1.2014, 17.7.2014), the Supreme Court has declared the obligation of lower courts to apply para. 62 of the 2009 Notice of the Commission. In case of an on-going investigation by the Commission, if the lower court wishes to await the outcome of the Commission's compatibility assessment, it should order the placement of the funds on a blocked account. Despite lacking binding nature in and of itself, the Supreme Court has proclaimed that this Notice is an authoritative source when it comes to analyzing the legal consequences of Article 108(3) TFEU. And it has to be mentioned that Article 129 LJCA provides the necessary flexibility in terms of designing the appropriate measure.

44. Article 133(1) LJCA deals with the problem of damages caused by interim measures and confers upon the court the power to condition the order to the offer of some kind of guarantee by the appellant:

«When damages of any kind could arise from the interim order, the appropriate measures may be agreed to avoid or mitigate them. Likewise, the presentation of a bond or any other sufficient guarantee may be required to respond for them».

45. A final point should be clarified. Despite Articles 129 LJCA ff. providing for an appropriate legal framework in terms of complying with EU law requirements, there are only few cases in which claimants challenging non-notified state aids are seeking for an interim relief. The reason probably lies in the fact that, as mentioned, they are mainly other public bodies, whose incentives to immediately obtain legal protection may not be as strong as the incentives of competitors. Therefore, it can be presumed that if competitors made more use of private enforcement possibilities, this would certainly lead to a more frequent request of interim measures.

5. Procedural issues

46. The addressees of the appeal lodged before the administrative law court will be both the authority that conferred the State aid and its recipient. The appeal is directly addressed to the former, since, according to Article 21(1)a) LJCA, the defendants will be those administrative authorities whose acts or rules are being challenged. The court is obliged to communicate the appeal to the aid beneficiary, since, according to Article 21(1)b) LJCA, defendants can also be those whose rights and legitimate interests may be affected if the court decides in favor of the appellant. This is not the burden of the appellant, but of the court itself (Article 48 LJCA). The failure to communicate the appeal and to give the beneficiary an opportunity to intervene would lead to an infringement of his or her fundamental right to effective judicial protection (Article 24(1) CE).
47. In Spain there is no discussion on whether individuals or firms have a right to lodge an appeal against administrative measures that provide any kind of benefit to their competitors. Article 24(1) CE proclaims a fundamental right to obtain the effective judicial protection of both subjective rights, and legitimate interests. Article 19(1)a) LJCA grants *locus standi* to those holding either a subjective right or a legitimate interest. The concept of legitimate interest is interpreted by the courts very extensively: it can be direct or indirect, individual or collective. But it cannot be consisting in just the mere interest in the implementation of the law. A legitimate interest requires a specific connection of the appellant with the question that is going to be decided by the court. This specific connection can nonetheless be obtaining any specific benefit or preventing any specific harm. There is no doubt that competitors may obtain a specific benefit if a State aid that has not been notified to the European Commission is declared illegal by a court and its recovery is ordered. Associations and groups affected by the measure seeking to protect a collective interest do also have standing, like public bodies acting within the scope of their competences.

C. Private law remedies

48. Article 108(3) TFEU enforcement will be in the hands of civil law courts on a rather exceptional basis in Spain. State aids usually have their origin in decisions adopted in the exercise of public law prerogatives, such as a Parliamentary statute, an administrative rule or an administrative act. Even when the aid is granted by an administrative contract, the celebration of the latter implies the implementation of the award decision, which is contained in an administrative act. In all those cases, the declaration of illegality as a result of the infringement of Article 108(3) TFEU remains in the hands of administrative law courts.

49. Spanish civil courts have been reluctant to decide in this kind of cases. They have rather declared that control of the standstill obligation in case of State aids granted by administrative law instruments –including public contracts– lies beyond their jurisdiction, and within the powers of administrative law courts (Judgments of the Supreme Court of 20.5.1996 and 14.11.2002, and of the Madrid Court of second instance (“Audiencia Provincial”) of 28.12.2012).

50. If the aid is granted by the State directly through a private contract that is not concluded in the implementation of a previously adopted public law decision, private law remedies may apply and Article 108(3) TFEU enforcement will be open to civil law courts, which will be entitled to verify whether a State aid has not been notified with breach of this provision. In this second scenario, competitors and third parties can seek the contract annulment (Article 1301 CC), as well as the aid recovery (Article 1303 CC).

51. A somewhat different issue is whether, once the illegality of the aid has been declared by the competent administrative court, competitors can sue the beneficiary. On the one hand, Article 15 LCD establishes:

«1. Acquiring a significant competitive advantage through the violation of laws is an act of unfair competition.»
2. The mere infringement of competition rules shall also be considered as an act of unfair competition.

52. On the other hand, Article 32 LCD establishes that different actions may be exercised against the acts of unfair competition. In particular, competitors can seek injunctions and damages.

53. This avenue has been used in the past in the context of antitrust law (Judgment of the Commercial Court number 5 of Madrid, of November 11, 2015, case Conduit/Telefónica). Early academic literature has suggested that this could be a practicable avenue also in State aid law [J. Massager (1999, 464)], P. Callol García (2006, 422); C. González-Páramo and S. Pérez (2009, 329)]. Thus, competitors could seek injunctions and damages against the State aid beneficiary arguing that the defendant had acquired a significant competitive advantage through the violation of Article 108(3) TFEU.

54. Nevertheless, in Spain competitors have not used Articles 15 and 32 LCD in order to sue the recipient of illegal aids for damages. There are two possible reasons for this. First, it has been argued that in order to consider unfair competition practices are taking place, Article 15 LCD requires a positive behaviour on the part of the offending undertaking [Buendía Sierra (2006, 361)]. In some circumstances it might be true that the recipient does not need to show a positive conduct in order to get the aid. Nevertheless, asking for the application of a tax exception or subsidy, or even concluding a contract are genuinely positive behaviors that should suffice in terms of Article 15 LCD.

55. A second, more persuasive explanation is the uncertainty of private law remedies that rest on the illegality of State aids, such as those granted by Article 15 LCD, since the violation of Article 108(3) TFEU will usually be the competence of administrative law courts. In this dualist context, it is all too much risky to sue the recipient before a civil court, since the jurisdiction to declare the invalidity of the administrative decision will, on a general basis, belong to administrative law courts. Seeking annulment, recovery and, eventually, damages from the administrative authority before an administrative law court seems a more practicable track. Nevertheless, as it has been already mentioned, this way has been used only occasionally.

§ 2. COOPERATION AND COORDINATION BETWEEN NATIONAL COURTS AND THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

56. Article 29 of Regulation 2015/1589 provides for two cooperation instruments amongst national courts and the European Commission. On the one hand, national courts may ask the Commission to transfer to them information in its possession, as well as its opinion on questions concerning the application of State aid rules. Spanish courts have rarely made use of this tool. In view of the underdevelopment of private enforcement of State aid law in Spain, this does not seem to be surprising.

57. On the other hand, Article 29 of Regulation 2015/1589 also establishes that:
«[T]he Commission, acting on its own initiative, may submit written observations to the courts of the Member States that are responsible for applying the State aid rules. It may, with the permission of the court in question, also make oral observations. The Commission shall inform the Member State concerned of its intention to submit observations before formally doing so.

For the exclusive purpose of preparing its observations, the Commission may request the relevant court of the Member State to transmit documents at the disposal of the court, necessary for the Commission's assessment of the matter».

58. From the perspective of national procedural law, this amicus curiae intervention could raise some questions. Since the position of amicus curiae is not foreseen in Spanish procedural law, the Commission will not be formally considered as party in the judicial proceeding. If the Commission submits written interventions, they would only be taken into account as long as the parties bring them to the judicial proceeding. Otherwise, the court will only be able to bear them in mind after asking the parties about it. In the same terms, a representative of the Commission could be invited to testify as qualified expert. Finally, the transmission of judicial information to the European Commission—who eventually can try to reuse it in subsequent procedures—could be problematic from the perspective of the right to a fair trial (Article 24(2) CE), as long as it has been obtained for judicial purposes.

59. As regards the Lufthansa case (C-284/12), it has already been said that, in recent times, Spanish courts are very cooperative in case of an ongoing investigation carried out by the Commission. The preliminary assessment contained in the decision to initiate the formal examination procedure will certainly be taken into consideration by the national court, since it may activate the fumus boni iuris criterion and therefore lead to order the interim recovery of the examined aid. As has been said, the Supreme Court has even declared the obligation of lower courts to apply para. 62 of the 2009 Notice of the European Commission. Nevertheless, it remains doubtful whether this should work as an unconditioned duty to order suspension and recovery, or rather as a prima facie obligation qualified by proportionality. Indeed, within the context of Spanish procedural law, interim measures have to be decided «after carefully balancing of all conflicting interests» (Article 130(1) LJCA). The criteria laid down in Article 13(2) of the Regulation 2015/1589 set the adoption of an injunction decision by the Commission within the same framework.

60. There are some interesting Spanish precedents in Luxembourg. Unfortunately, most of them were samples of failure to fulfil Member State’s obligations (Judgments of 2.7.2002, C-499/99; 26.6.2003, C-404-00; of 20.9.2007, C-177/06; 24.1.2013, C-529/09, and of 13.5.2014, C-184/11).

61. In turn, Spanish courts have not made frequent use of preliminary references. A recent survey (D. Ordoñez, 2018) counts 11 references made by Spanish courts in the area of State aid law, with regard to very different issues: from regional tax policies, to subsidies conferred in strategic sectors such as banking, broadcasting, energy or shipyards. Almost all of them were made by administrative law courts; one was referred by a labor law court; interestingly enough, civil law courts—with jurisdiction in unfair practices—have not made references to Luxembourg in connection with State aid law.
§. 3. THE ENFORCEMENT OF EUROPEAN COMMISSION DECISIONS

62. Administrative enforcement of Commission Decisions declaring a State aid incompatible with the internal market have traditionally faced a common difficulty in Spain: neither administrative law, nor tax law have provided for a specific administrative recovery procedure. This problem has come up in different terms in these two areas of law, where it has been solved in different ways.

A. Recovery of Subsidies

63. The enforcement of Commission Decisions declaring that a subsidy granted by an administrative act was incompatible with the internal market has been problematic because, according to the general view, the administrative act had to be formally annulled by the administrative authority. According to Spanish administrative law, favorable administrative acts can only be annulled by the authority that adopted them (i) in case of absolute nullity, and (ii) after having heard the positive opinion of the Council of State or equivalent regional advisory body. These substantive and procedural conditions, aimed at protecting the stability of favourable administrative acts, such as those granting subsidies and other States aids, against the administrative declaration of invalidity, has been hindering the effectiveness of Commission Decisions and have been in part responsible of enforcement deficits [J. L. Buendía Sierra (2006, 366 ff.); D. Ordóñez Solís (2009, 14 ff.)].

64. In order to comply with the primacy of Commission Decisions, the law on subsidies was modified to make clear that state aids can be recovered following a Decision of the Commission regardless of the granting act being annulled or not. Article 37(1) LGS states that:

«The amounts received will be reimbursed, together with the corresponding interest from the moment of the payment of the subsidy until the date on which the reimbursement is agreed, in the following cases:
[...] h) The adoption of a recovery order according to the provisions of Articles 87 to 89 of the Treaty on European Union» [current Articles 107 to 109 TFEU].

65. Since 2003, when the LGS was enacted, Spanish courts may apply this specific provision of internal law in order to recover illegal State aid, particularly, as mentioned, non-fiscal State aid. If there is a Commission Decision declaring the illegality of the subsidy, it is not required to annul the administrative act anymore. This is an exception to the general rule (Judgment of the Supreme Court of 5.4.2018). While the reimbursement obligation is directly declared by the Commission, its fulfilment requires, on a general basis, the implementation of an administrative procedure. The reimbursement procedure is regulated in Articles 41 LGS ff. The administrative authority starts the procedure *ex officio*- on its own initiative, at the request of other bodies or by a complaint-. The recovery procedure can also start as a result of the financial control report issued by the General Intervention of the State Administration. The recipient has a right to be heard (*ex Article 42.3* of the LGS). The procedure has to end within 12 months, counting from the day the procedure was initiated, by virtue of a declaration of the reimbursement obligation of a certain amount of money, and within a certain period of time. In case of non-compliance, the reimbursement obligation can be enforced in a mandatory way against the state aid
recipient, eventually seizing his or her assets (Royal Decree 939/2005). All these administrative actions can be appealed before an administrative law court, albeit in some cases a previous administrative appeal (before the administrative superiors) may be required [D. Ordóñez Solís (2009, 16 ff.)].

66. According to Article 39 of the LGS, the right of the Administration to ask for the recovery of the illegally obtained prescribes after four years. This period, foreseen by Spanish national legislation, is shorter than the 10-years period foreseen by Article 17.1 of Council Regulation (EU) 2015/1589. Following the principle of primacy of EU Law, the period laid down by the LGS should be in line with the one established by the EU Regulation, consequently, 10 years. This is also of clear advantage for the Public Administration. The Spanish Supreme Court has also clarified that the 10 year period is applicable in this case, following the principle of primacy of EU Law (Judgment of the Supreme Court of 9.5.2013).

B. Recovery of Fiscal State Aids

67. In a series of rulings (starting with Judgments of 13.5.2013 and 14.10.2013, and reaching as recently as 25.5.2017), the Supreme Court declared that Spanish administrative authorities had violated the right to be heard of fiscal State aids beneficiaries enshrined in the Constitution (Article 105 CE), as well as in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (Article 41.2 CFR). In the implementation of a Commission Decision that declared certain aids incompatible with the internal market, national authorities have been ordering the reimbursement without giving their beneficiaries an opportunity to be heard and to discuss their particular situation. Under these circumstances, an opportunity to be heard was justified because the taxpayers could not ask for the application of other benefits incompatible with the ones initially applied. Consequently, the court ordered to repeat the administrative procedure in order to satisfy their right to be heard.

68. These cases led to the amendment of the General Taxation Act 58/2003, of 17 December (LGT), by means of Act 34/2015, of 21 September. The following reforms were introduced in order to comply with the principles of immediate and effective implementation of Commission Decisions. The first was a specific administrative procedure for fiscal aids recovery: it is initiated *ex officio* by the tax authority, and then it is followed by a provisional assessment of the tax debt, a 10-days period of time for the tax payer to submit written allegations, and a final reasoned decision taken within 4 months, which could also be enforced in a mandatory way against the state aid recipient. These administrative actions can be challenged, first, before administrative tribunals -external to the judicial branch- specialized in tax law (Article 264 LGT), and afterwards before an administrative law court. In order to lodge an appeal before an ordinary court, the action at stake must have been previously appealed before the administrative tribunals (Article 249 LGT; Checa González, 2004).

69. A second important novelty is the possibility of modifying previous administrative acts, even with the force of *res judicata* (“firmeza”), as established by the ECJ in the *Lucchini* case (C-119/05). Despite this doctrine has been later qualified by the court [Frucova (C-507/08), and Klausner Holz Niedersachsen (C-505/14)], Article 263 LGT makes no distinction in this respect:
«If there is a previous administrative act of the Tax Administration regarding the obligation affected by the State aid recovery Decision, the implementation of the latter will determine the modification of the said act, even if it has acquired the force of *res judicata*».

70. A third amendment of the General Taxation Act 58/2003, of 17 December (LGT), provided for by Act 34/2015, of 21 September, is the incorporation of the limitation period foreseen in Regulation 2015/1589: 10 years from the day after the one in which the application of the State aid had legal effects under tax law (Article 262 LGT), instead of the 4 years established as a general rule in tax law (Article 66 LGT).

§.4. CONCLUSIONS

71. Private enforcement of State aid rules faces problems of transparency or information deficits. Nevertheless, these are not specially acute in Spain, neither is litigation particularly difficult for companies, compared to the situation in other Member States. Unlike what happens in terms of incompatible aids, Spanish administrative law has not created significant obstacles to national courts in terms of declaring illegal aids and ordering their recovery.

72. In our view, the underdevelopment of private enforcement of Article 108(3) TFEU has to do, essentially, with incentives. Leaving aside the difficulties arising from the structural bifurcation between substantive and procedural regularity of State aids [F. Pastor-Merchante (2017, 76 ff.)], national law is partially to blame. Before administrative law courts, competitors face prolonged cases with uncertain outcomes. While the annulment of non-notified measures could be an achievable aim, the recovery of the granted aids remains uncertain because it may be at odds with the reluctance on the part of the granting authority. Moreover, obtaining damages is difficult because of the high standards applied by administrative law courts courts when it comes to prove the existence of an effective and economically evaluable damage, as well as causation. This same situation was the case in private enforcement of antitrust rules in Spain, but lately we are having some judgements granting damages in cartels cases, so we may observe in the near future a similar trend in the field of State aids law. Lastly, seeking compensation for damages caused by the State aid recipient before civil law courts under the law on unfair competition practices (Articles 15 and 32 LCD) faces an important obstacle, namely that the declaration of the illegality of the granted aid falls within the competence of administrative law courts.

73. Cooperation amongst national courts and the Commission has not been particularly fluid. This also might be a consequence of the underdevelopment of private enforcement regarding Article 108(3) TFEU. Nevertheless, recent Supreme Court judgments show a more receptive attitude in terms of a more efficient implementation of the 2009 Notice.

74. The implementation of Commission Decisions in Spain has not been easy in the past because of (i) the difficulties to annul previous favorable administrative decisions and (ii) the lack of specific recovery procedures. This has been improved firstly with the
modification of specific legislation on subsidies, and more recently the adoption of a specific regulation related to the recovery of fiscal State aids.

§.5. NATIONAL LEGISLATION

CE     Constitución Española de 1978. Spanish Constitution


LPAC    Ley 39/2015, de Procedimiento Administrativo Común. Common Administrative Procedure Act

LRJSP   Ley 40/2015, de Régimen Jurídico del Sector Público. Act on the Law of Public Sector Bodies

LGS     Ley 38/2003, General de Subvenciones. General Subsidies Act

LGT     Ley 58/2003, General Tributaria. General Tax Act


LDC     Ley 15/2007, de Defensa de la Competencia. Competition Act
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